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I’m a white male, 50, I live in the most beautiful country of South Africa. By trade, I’m an 
electronics technician. By passion, I’m a screenwriter. As an avid movie lover and having 
somewhat of a conceptual imagination. After reading a feature script for the first time, I 
was hooked! The concept / format of showing a story I can be part of, and not told of... I 
now had a format in which I could write my stories. Why screenwriting and not story writing
books? - Hereto is a copy / paste of the introduction page to a book I wrote and published. 
MOVIE SCRIPTS. A collection of short movie scripts.  

A novelist and a screenwriter will give you the same story. 

Novelists write books. They TELL stories. They can, and are expected to, go into detail 
while describing the atmosphere, characters, environment, locations, etc. They can go on 
for pages and ages doing so.  
Screenwriters write movie scripts. They SHOW you a story that they put you into. They 
write giving you the basics to understand the story. They tell the story in the shortest 
amount of words. The rest is your imagination...  Which it should be.

I am five years into screenwriting, and have written a good few quality scripts. A part from 
all the books and self study courses, I owe my skill-set largely to the many screenwriting 
forums I’m a member of. Of which I now pay it forward to new screenwriters. I’m a big fan 
of the “discussion lounges”. Where else can you have a cup of coffee with a few thousand 
other screenwriters.

A quote I like to share: A writer must have hunger. Full stop! You must have a total 
Hunger!!! A physical and mental hunger. Your soul must be racked with hunger. Your body 
must cry out for food. Then you create! Then you soar into the sky. Then you touch the 
magic. Then your soul explodes… Then your words flow like vintage wine staining damask
cloth into a dark purple of greatness… By; Jans Rautenbach, writer and producer, South 
African. 

My short story scripts can be read via the following link:   
https://www.stage32.com/profile/790245/about 
For the full spec script of my two features; The Book of Joseph and Dream Sequel, you’ll 
need to email me for a PDF copy. 

My other links:
https://www.scriptrevolution.com/profiles/barry-john-terblanche 
https://packet.scripthop.com/barry_john_terblanche_the_book_of_joseph 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/barry-john-terblanche-b520331b0/ 

Regards,

Barry John Terblanche.   
Scriptwriter.barryjohn@gmail.com 


